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Abstract
Scattered context generators derive their sentences followed by the corresponding parses. This paper discusses their two
canonical versions, which make this derivation either in a leftmost or rightmost way. It demonstrates that for every recursively
enumerable language, L , there exists a canonical scattered context generator whose language consists of L’s sentences followed
by their parses. In fact, this result is established based on the generators containing no more than six nonterminals.
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1. Introduction
As scattered context grammars generate their languages in a parallel way, it is natural to investigate their use
related to parallel parsing, which is usually based on a suitable parallel grammatical model (see [1,2,14,15,21]). Very
recently, scattered context grammars without erasing productions have been used in this way in [13] (scattered context
grammars with erasing productions are not discussed in this paper at all). Specifically, they were used to generate
their sentences together with the corresponding parses—that is, the sequences of productions whose use lead to the
generation of the sentences. It was demonstrated that for every recursively enumerable language, L , there exists a
scattered context grammar whose language consists of L’s sentences followed by their parses (see Theorem 1 in [13]).
Consequently, if we eliminate all the parses, we obtain precisely L . This characterization of recursively enumerable
languages is of some interest because it is based on scattered context grammars without erasing productions that
generate languages included in the family of context-sensitive languages (see [18]), which is properly contained in the
family of recursively enumerable languages.
As canonical derivations fulfill a crucial role in parsing (see Section 5.3 in [10]), we introduce and discuss canonical
scattered context generators of sentences with their parses in the present paper. More specifically, there exist two
fundamental types of canonical derivations—leftmost and rightmost derivations (see pages 26–27 in [7]). Accordingly,
we define proper leftmost and rightmost generators of their sentences with their parses. As their names indicate,
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they make their generation by performing only either leftmost or rightmost derivations. Let us point out that this
performance of canonical derivations represents a property of the generators rather than a restriction placed on them.
That is, if any proper leftmost generator makes a non-leftmost step during a derivation, then during this derivation it
can never produce a sentence followed by its parse. Any proper rightmost generator satisfies a similar property in terms
of rightmost derivations. In terms of these generators, we demonstrate the characterization of recursively enumerable
languages by analogy with the characterization described above (see [13]). In fact, we establish this characterization
based on canonical scattered context generators whose description is extremely succinct: they contain no more than
six nonterminals.
Noteworthy, the languages consisting of sentences followed by their parses were discussed in terms of matrix
grammars in Section 7.2 of [3], which refer to these languages as extended Szilard languages. Apart from using
different grammars, this discussion concentrates its attention on different areas of investigation, excluding any study
of descriptional complexity, canonical derivations, or the characterization of the family of recursively enumerable
languages.
2. Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with language theory (see [10,16–18]). For an alphabet, V , card(V ) denotes
the cardinality of V . V ∗ represents the free monoid generated by V under the operation of concatenation. The unit of
V ∗ is denoted by ε. Set V+ = V ∗ − {ε}. For w ∈ V ∗, |w| and alph(w) denote the length of w and the set of symbols
occurring in w, respectively. For L ⊆ V ∗, alph(L) = {a | a ∈ alph(w),w ∈ L}. Let L1 and L2 be two languages. The
right quotient of L1 with respect to L2, denoted by L1/L2, is defined as L1/L2 = {y | yx ∈ L1, for some x ∈ L2}.
A queue grammar (see [8]) is a sixtuple, Q = (V, T,W, F, s, P), where V and W are alphabets satisfying
V ∩W = ∅, T ⊆ V , F ⊆ W , s ∈ (V − T )(W − F), and P ⊆ (V × (W − F))× (V ∗ ×W ) is a finite relation whose
elements are called productions. For every a ∈ V , there exists a production (a, b, x, c) ∈ P . If u, v ∈ V ∗W such that
u = arb, v = r xc, a ∈ V , r, x ∈ V ∗, b, c ∈ W , and (a, b, x, c) ∈ P , then u ⇒ v [(a, b, x, c)] in G or, simply, u ⇒
v. In the standard manner, extend⇒ to⇒n , where n ≥ 0; then, based on⇒n , define⇒+ and⇒∗. The language of
Q, L(Q), is defined as L(Q) = {w ∈ T ∗ | s ⇒∗ w f where f ∈ F}.
A left-extended queue grammar (see [12]) is a sixtuple, Q = (V, T,W, F, s, P), where V , T , W , F , s, and P
have the same meaning as in a queue grammar; in addition, assume that # /∈ V ∪ W . If u, v ∈ V ∗{#}V ∗W so that
u = w#arb, v = wa#r xc, a ∈ V , r, x, w ∈ V ∗, b, c ∈ W , and (a, b, x, c) ∈ P , then u ⇒ v [(a, b, x, c)] in G or,
simply, u ⇒ v. In the standard manner, extend⇒ to⇒n , where n ≥ 0; then, based on⇒n , define⇒+ and⇒∗. The
language of Q, L(Q), is defined as L(Q) = {v ∈ T ∗ | #s ⇒∗ w#v f for some w ∈ V ∗ and f ∈ F}.
3. Definitions
A scattered context grammar, an SCG for short, is a quadruple, G = (V, T, P, S), where V is an alphabet,
T ⊆ V , S ∈ V − T , and P is a finite set of productions such that each production has the form (A1, . . . , An) →
(x1, . . . , xn), for some n ≥ 1, where Ai ∈ V − T , xi ∈ V ∗, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (see [4–6,9,11,19,20]). If every production
(A1, . . . , An) → (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ P satisfies xi ∈ V+ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, G is a propagating scattered context grammar,
a PSCG for short. If (A1, . . . , An) → (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ P , u = u1A1u2 . . . unAnun+1, and v = u1x1u2 . . . unxnun+1,
where ui ∈ V ∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then G makes a derivation step from u to v according to (A1, . . . , An) → (x1, . . . , xn),
symbolically written as u ⇒ v [(A1, . . . , An) → (x1, . . . , xn)] in G or, simply, u ⇒ v; in addition, if Ai /∈ alph(ui )
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then this step is leftmost, if Ai /∈ alph(ui+1) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then this step is rightmost. Let
⇒+ and⇒∗ denote the transitive closure of⇒ and the transitive-reflexive closure of⇒, respectively. The language
of G is denoted by L(G) and defined as L(G) = {x ∈ T ∗ | S ⇒∗ x}. If S ⇒∗ x with x ∈ T ∗, S ⇒∗ x is a successful
generation of x in G. If every step in every successful generation in G is leftmost, G generates L(G) in a leftmost
way. If every step in every successful generation in G is rightmost, G generates L(G) in a rightmost way.
In this paper, we automatically assume that for every SCG, G, there is a set of production labels, lab(G), such
that its cardinality is equal to the number of G’s productions. Furthermore, there is a bijection from the set of
G’s productions to lab(G) such that if this bijection maps a production (A1, . . . , An) → (x1, . . . , xn) to a label,
l ∈ lab(G), we say that (A1, . . . , An) → (x1, . . . , xn) is labeled by l, symbolically written as l : (A1, . . . , An) →
(x1, . . . , xn). For l : (A1, . . . , An) → (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ P , lhs(l) and rhs(l) denote A1A2 . . . An and x1x2 . . . xn ,
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respectively, and for j = 1, . . . , n, lpos(l, j) and rpos(l, j) denote A j and x j , respectively. By analogy with labeling
each production in every SCG , we label each production, (a, b, x, c), in every left-extended queue grammar as
l : (a, b, x, c).
To express that G derives x ⇒∗ y, where x, y ∈ V ∗, by using a sequence of productions labeled with
p1, p2, . . . , pn , we write x ⇒∗ y [ρ], where ρ = p1 . . . pn ∈ lab(G)∗. Let S ⇒∗ x [ρ] in G, where x ∈ T ∗
and ρ ∈ lab(G)∗; then, x is a sentence generated by G according to parse ρ. Let G = (V, T, P, S) be an SCG with
lab(G) ⊆ T . G is a proper generator of its sentences with their parses if L(G) = {x | x = yρ, y ∈ (T − lab(G))∗, ρ ∈
lab(G)∗, S ⇒∗ x [ρ]}; in addition, if G generates L(G) in a leftmost way, G is a proper leftmost generator of its
sentences with their parses. Notice that this definition imposes no restriction on derivations in a proper leftmost
generator. However, every proper leftmost generator G satisfies the property that if G makes a non-leftmost step
during a derivation, then this derivation cannot generate a member of L(G). If G is a proper generator of its sentences
with their parses and if G generates L(G) in a rightmost way, then G is a proper rightmost generator of its sentences
with their parses.
4. Results
In this section, we establish four characterizations based on the generators defined in Section 3. We demonstrate
that for every recursively enumerable language, L , there is a PSCG , G = (V, T, P, S), which represents a proper
leftmost generator of its sentences with their parses so that L results from L(G) by eliminating all production labels
in L(G). To express this property formally, we introduce the weak identity, pi , from T ∗ to (T − lab(G))∗ defined as
pi(a) = a for every a ∈ (T − lab(G)) and pi(p) = ε for every p ∈ lab(G), and use pi in Theorem 1, which represents
the main result of this paper. Before this theorem, however, we give two lemmas and two corollaries, which are made
use of in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1. For every recursively enumerable language, L, there is a left-extended queue grammar, G, such that
L = L(G).
Proof. See [12]. 
Lemma 2. Let Q′ be a left-extended queue grammar. Then, there exists a left-extended queue grammar, Q =
(V, T,W ′ ∪ {1, f }, { f }, s, P), such that L(Q′) = L(Q), where W ′ ∩ {1, f } = ∅, and every (a, b, x, c) ∈ P satisfies
either a ∈ (V − T ), b ∈ W ′, x ∈ (V − T )∗, c ∈ W ′ ∪ {1, f } or a ∈ (V − T ), b = 1, x ∈ T , c ∈ {1, f }.
Proof. Let Q′ = (V ′, T,W ′, F ′, s′, P ′) be any left-extended queue grammar. Set Φ = {〈a〉 | a ∈ T }. Define the
homomorphism, α, from (V ′)∗ to ((V ′ − T ) ∪ Φ)∗ as α(a) = 〈a〉 for every a ∈ T , and α(A) = A for every
A ∈ (V ′ − T ). Without any loss of generality, assume that W ′ ∩ {1, f } = ∅. Set V = V ′ ∪ Φ, W = W ′ ∪ {1, f },
F = { f }, and s = α(a0)q0 for s′ = a0q0. Define the left-extended queue grammar,
Q = (V, T,W, F, s, P),
with P constructed in the following way:
(1) For every (a, b, x, c) ∈ P ′, c ∈ (W ′ − F ′), add (α(a), b, α(x), c) to P;
(2) For every (a, b, x, c) ∈ P ′, c ∈ F ′, add (α(a), b, α(x), 1) to P , and for every (a, b, ε, c) ∈ P ′, c ∈ F ′, add
(α(a), b, ε, f ) to P;
(3) For every a ∈ T , add (〈a〉, 1, a, 1), and (〈a〉, 1, a, f ) to P .
Clearly, every (a, b, x, c) ∈ P satisfies either a ∈ (V − T ), b ∈ W ′, x ∈ (V − T )∗, c ∈ W ′ ∪ {1, f } or a ∈ (V − T ),
b = 1, x ∈ T , c ∈ {1, f }.
To see that L(Q′) ⊆ L(Q), consider any v ∈ L(Q′). As v ∈ L(Q′), #s′ ⇒∗ w#vt in Q′, w ∈ (V ′)∗, v ∈ T ∗,
and t ∈ F ′. Express #s′ ⇒∗ w#vt as #s′ ⇒∗ u#axc ⇒ w#vt [(a, c, y, t)], where u ∈ (V ′)∗, a ∈ V ′, ua = w,
x, y ∈ T ∗, xy = v, c ∈ (W ′ − F ′). Q simulates #s′ ⇒∗ u#axc ⇒ w#vt as follows. First, Q uses productions
introduced in step (1) of the construction to simulate #s′ ⇒∗ u#axc. Then, it uses a production introduced in step (2)
of the construction to simulate u#axc ⇒ w#vt . If x = ε and there is a production (a, c, ε, d) ∈ P ′ with d ∈ F ′,
the production (α(a), c, ε, f ) can be used to generate v = ε; otherwise, (α(a), c, α(x), 1) is used. At this point, the
sentential form is of the form α(w)#α(v)1. The productions of the form (〈a〉, 1, a, 1), a ∈ T , introduced in step (3) of
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the construction, replace every α(ai ) with ai in α(v) = α(a1 . . . an), where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and (〈a〉, 1, a, f ), a ∈ T
replaces α(an) with an . As a result, the sentential form has the form α(wv)#v f , so L(Q′) ⊆ L(Q).
To establish L(Q) ⊆ L(Q′), consider any v ∈ L(Q). Since v ∈ L(Q), #s ⇒∗ r#v f in Q, where r ∈ V ∗ and
v ∈ T ∗. The simulation of Q′ starts in Q by productions introduced in step (1) of the construction. Entering f ′ ∈ F
in Q′ can be simulated only by productions introduced in step (2) of the construction. The production of the form
(α(a), c, ε, f ) completes the generation of ε in Q (notice that it can be used only if the sentential form has the form
p#α(a)c, p ∈ V ∗). If (α(a), c, α(x), 1) is applied, only productions introduced in step (3) of the construction can be
used in the rest of the successful derivation. Notice that these productions rewrite only symbols from Φ; therefore,
only symbols from Φ may appear in the sentential form at this point. As v ∈ T ∗ and there is no production satisfying
(a, b, x, c) ∈ P with a ∈ T , productions of the form (〈a〉, 1, a, 1) with a ∈ T are applied until all but one symbols
from Φ disappear. Then, Q uses one production of the form (〈a〉, 1, a, f ) with a ∈ T and, thereby, generates the
sentence of the form r#v f . At this point, by an examination of steps 1 through 3, we see that every v ∈ L(Q′), so
L(Q) ⊆ L(Q′).
As L(Q′) ⊆ L(Q) and L(Q) ⊆ L(Q′), L(Q) = L(Q′). 
Consider the left-extended queue grammar, Q = (V, T,W, F, s, P), from Lemma 2. Its properties imply that Q
generates every word in L(Q)− {ε} so it passes through 1. Before it enters 1, it generates only words from (V − T )∗;
after entering 1, it generates only words from T . The next two corollaries express this property formally.
Corollary 1. Q constructed in the proof of Lemma 2 generates every h ∈ L(Q)− {ε} in this way
#a0q0 ⇒ a0#x0q1 [(a0, q0, z0, q1)]
...
⇒ a0 . . . ak−1#xk−1qk [(ak−1, qk−1, zk−1, qk)]
⇒ a0 . . . ak−1ak#xk1 [(ak, qk, zk, 1)]
⇒ a0 . . . ak−1akak+1#xk+1y11 [(ak+1, 1, y1, 1)]
...
⇒ a0 . . . ak+m−1#xk+m−1y1 . . . ym−11 [(ak+m−1, 1, ym−1, 1)]
⇒ a0 . . . ak+m−1ak+m#y1 . . . ym f [(ak+m, 1, ym, f )],
where k,m ≥ 1, ai ∈ V − T for i = 0, . . . , k + m, x j ∈ (V − T )∗ for j = 1, . . . , k + m, s = a0q0, a j x j = x j−1z j
for j = 1, . . . , k, a1 . . . akxk = z0 . . . zk , ak+1 . . . ak+m = xk , q0, q1, . . . , qk ∈ (W − F), 1 ∈ (W − F) and f ∈ F,
z0, . . . , zk ∈ (V − T )∗, y1, . . . , ym ∈ T , h = y1y2 . . . ym−1ym . 
Corollary 2. Let Q be a left-extended queue grammar that satisfies the properties given in Lemma 2. Then, Q
generates a non-empty string of terminals during the last step of every successful derivation of a sentence from
L(Q)− {ε}. 
The main result of this paper follows next.
Theorem 1. For every recursively enumerable language, L, there exists a PSCG, G, such that G contains no more
than six nonterminals, G is a proper leftmost generator of its sentences with their parses and L = pi(L(G)).
Proof. Let L be a recursively enumerable language. Let Q = (V, T,W, F, s, R) be a left-extended queue grammar
such that L(Q) = L−{ε} (see Lemma 1) and Q satisfies the properties described in Lemma 2 and Corollary 1. Recall
that lab(Q) is the set of Q’s production labels. Define an injection, α, from lab(Q) to {0¯}∗{1¯} so that α is an injective
homomorphism when its domain is extended to lab(Q)∗ in the standard way. Further, define the binary relation, f ,
over V so that f (ε) = ε and f (a) = {α(r) | r : (a, b, x, d) ∈ R} for all a ∈ V . Similarly, define the binary relation,
g, over W so that g(b) = {α(r) | r : (a, b, x, d) ∈ R} for all b ∈ W . In the standard manner, extend the domain of f
and g to V ∗ and W ∗, respectively; set
Ξ1 = {b1a¯0q¯0c | s = a0q0, a¯0 ∈ f (a0), q¯0 ∈ g(q0)},
Ξ2 = {b2r x¯ d¯c | r : (a, b, x, d) ∈ R, x ∈ (V − T )∗, d ∈ (W − F), x¯ ∈ f (x), d¯ ∈ g(d)},
Ξ4 = {b4r d¯c | r : (a, b, c, d) ∈ R, c ∈ T, d ∈ (W − F), d¯ ∈ g(d)},
Ξ5 = {b5rc | r : (a, b, c, d) ∈ R, c ∈ T, d ∈ F}.
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Define the PSCG as
G = ({S, A, B, #, 0¯, 1¯} ∪ T ∪ lab(G), T ∪ lab(G), P, S),
where lab(G) = Ξ1 ∪ Ξ2 ∪ Ξ4 ∪ Ξ5 ∪ {b3c, b6c, b7c, b8c, b9c, b10c}, and P is constructed as follows:
(1) For every a¯0 ∈ f (a0), q¯0 ∈ g(q0) such that s = a0q0, add
b1a¯0q¯0c : (S) → (Ab1a¯0q¯0cAAq¯0Aa¯0AB) to P;
(2) For every r : (a, b, x, d) ∈ R, x ∈ (V − T )∗ and d ∈ (W − F), x¯ ∈ f (x), d¯ ∈ g(d), add
b2r x¯ d¯c : (A, A, A, A, A, B) → (A, b2r x¯ d¯cA, α(r)A, d¯ A, x¯ A, B) to P;
(3) Add b3c : (A, A, A, A, A, B) → (A, b3cA, A, A, B, A) to P;
(4) For every r : (a, b, c, d) ∈ R, c ∈ T and d ∈ (W − F), d¯ ∈ g(d), add
b4r d¯c : (A, A, A, A, B, A) → (cA, b4r d¯cA, α(r)A, d¯ A, B, A) to P;
(5) For every r : (a, b, c, d) ∈ R, c ∈ T and d ∈ F , add
b5rc : (A, A, A, A, B, A) → (c, b5rcA, α(r)A, A, B, AA) to P;
(6) Add
b6c : (A, 0¯, A, 0¯, A, 0¯, B, A, A) → (b6c, A, #, A, #, A, B, A, A), and
b7c : (A, 1¯, A, 1¯, A, 1¯, B, A, A) → (b7c, A, #, A, #, A, B, A, A) to P;
(7) Add
b8c : (A, A, A, B, A, A) → (b8cB, #, #, #, #, #),
b9c : (B, #) → (b9c, B), and
b10c : (B) → (b10c) to P .
Observe that A occurs several times on the left-hand and right-hand side of some productions above. When there is
a danger of confusion and we want to clearly specify a particular occurrence of symbol A in a string x , we write iA
to express that we mean the i th occurrence of A in x . For instance, consider the string of nonterminals AAABAA on
the left-hand side of production labeled by b8c, symbolically written as lhs(b8c) = AAABAA; 3A specifies the third,
underlined, A in AAABAA.
4.1. Basic idea
G simulates every successful generation of a sentence, x ∈ L(G), by Q and, simultaneously, records the
productions it applies. At the end of the simulation, G moves the generated sentence, x , to the left so it occurs in front
of the recorded labels. G makes all this derivation so that it represents a proper leftmost generator of its sentences
with their parses and L(Q) = pi(L(G)).
To describe the way G works in greater details, observe that G generates every sentence so it applies its productions
in the order corresponding to steps (1) through (7) in the construction above. First, G applies a production introduced
in (1) and, thereby, starts the simulation of a generation of x by Q. That is, for s = a0q0, G inserts the binary
representation of q0 and a0 in front of 4A and 5A, respectively. Every production introduced in step (2) of the
construction simulates a production in Q of the form r : (a, b, x, d), where x ∈ (V − T )∗. This production places r ’s
binary representation in front of 3A and inserts the binary representation of d and x in front of 4A and 5A, respectively.
After application of production b3c introduced in (3), G simulates only productions of the form (a, b, c, d)with c ∈ T
by productions introduced in step (4). This simulation places c so it precedes 1A; otherwise, it works similarly as the
simulation by productions introduced in (2). By a production constructed in (5), G completes the simulation of Q’s
generation of x . To successfully complete the derivation, all the three binary substrings that follow 1A, 2A, 3A have to
coincide. By the productions constructed in step (6), G verifies this coincidence so that it replaces the first coinciding
binary symbol with the applied production label and the other two symbols with #s. If G successfully completes this
verification process, production b8c (see (7)) replaces all As with # and moves B at the very end of sequence of the
recorded labels. Then, G uses production b9c to replace all #s with b9cs. Finally, it completes the derivation by using
production b10c to replace B with b10c.
To keep the following rigorous proof as readable as possible, we omit some obvious details, which the reader can
easily fill in.
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4.2. More rigorous proof
Claim 1. Every sentence w ∈ L(G) is generated in G in this way:
S ⇒ Ab1a¯0q¯0cAAq¯0Aa¯0AB [b1a¯0q¯0c]
⇒∗ x [ρ]
⇒ y [b3c]
⇒∗ z [σ ]
⇒ u [b5rc]
⇒∗ v [τ ]
⇒ w1 [b8c]
⇒∗ w2 [ω]
⇒ w [b10c],
(1)
where b1a¯0q¯0c ∈ Ξ1, b5rc ∈ Ξ5 and ρ, σ , τ and ω are sequences consisting of labels from Ξ2, Ξ4, {b6c, b7c} and
{b9c}, respectively.
Proof. Since the only productions with S on their left-hand sides are the productions introduced in step (1), S ⇒∗
w surely starts with a step made by one of these productions. As S does not occur on the right-hand side of any
production, no production constructed in step (1) is applied later in the derivation.
All derivations end by applying the production labeled with b10c because it is the only production with its right-
hand side over (T ∪ lab(G))∗. Thus, S ⇒∗ w can be expressed as
S ⇒ Ab1a¯0q¯0cAAq¯0Aa¯0AB [b1a¯0q¯0c]
⇒∗ w2
⇒ w [b10c].
Further, notice that every production introduced in steps (2) through (6) contains exactly five As and one B on both
its left- and right-hand side. Notice the position of nonterminal B in these productions. Specifically, every p2 ∈ Ξ2
satisfies lpos(p2, 6) = rpos(p2, 6) = B and lpos(b3c, 6) = B, rpos(b3c, 5) = B. Similarly, every p4 ∈ Ξ4 satisfies
lpos(p4, 5) = rpos(p4, 5) = B and every p5 ∈ Ξ5 satisfies lpos(p5, 5) = B, rpos(p5, 4) = B. Finally, every
p6 ∈ b6c ∪ b7c satisfies lpos(p6, 4) = rpos(p6, 4) = B and lpos(b8c, 4) = B. As all five As and one B are rewritten
during every derivation step made by productions of 2 through 6, the position of B implies that
S ⇒ Ab1a¯0q¯0cAAq¯0Aa¯0AB [b1a¯0q¯0c]
⇒∗ w2
can be expressed as
S ⇒ Ab1a¯0q¯0cAAq¯0Aa¯0AB [b1a¯0q¯0c]
⇒∗ x [ρ]
⇒ y [b3c]
⇒∗ z [σ ]
⇒ u [b5rc]
⇒∗ v [τ ]
⇒ w1 [b8c]
⇒∗ w2.
The production labeled with b8c replaces all As with #s. After this replacement, only productions labeled with b9c and
b10c can be used. The production labeled with b9c requires #s behind B; this requirement is satisfied by production
labeled with b8c. The production labeled with b10c is used during the very last derivation step because it removes
nonterminal B from the sentential form, and B occurs on the left-hand sides of all the other productions. Based on
these observations, notice that G generates every w ∈ L(G) in the way described in Claim 1. 
Claim 2. Consider derivation (1) in Claim 1. In its beginning,
S ⇒ Ab1a¯0q¯0cAAq¯0Aa¯0AB [b1a¯0q¯0c]
⇒∗ x [ρ]
⇒ y [b3c],
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where b1a¯0q¯0c ∈ Ξ1, ρ is a sequence consisting of labels from Ξ2 and every sentential form s in
Ab1a¯0q¯0cAAq¯0Aa¯0AB ⇒∗ x satisfies s ∈ {A} lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{B} and y ∈
{A} lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{B}{A}.
Proof. Productions introduced in step (2) of the construction simulate Q’s productions of the form r : (a, b, z, d),
z ∈ (V − T )∗ and d ∈ (W − F). Each production inserts its label in front of 2A, α(r) in front of 3A, d¯ ∈ g(d) in front
of 4A, and, finally, z¯, where z¯ ∈ f (z), in front of 5A. Intuitively, α(r), d¯, and z¯ are binary representation of currently
simulated production, binary representation of production r ′ : (a′, b′, z′, d ′), b′ = d, which will be simulated in the
following derivation step, and productions which will eventually be simulated when the first symbol of Q’s sentential
form becomes c1, . . . , cn , where c1, . . . , cn = z, respectively. As for all l ∈ lab(Q), α(l) ∈ {0¯}∗{1¯} and for every
u ∈ f (a), v ∈ g(b) with a ∈ V , b ∈ W , u, v ∈ {0¯}∗{1¯}, every sentential form s in Ab1a¯0q¯0cAAq¯0Aa¯0AB ⇒∗
x satisfies s ∈ {A} lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{B}. Finally, after the production labeled with b3c is
used, y ∈ {A} lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{B}{A}. Therefore, the claim holds. 
Claim 3. In
y ⇒∗ z [σ ]
⇒ u [b5rc]
of derivation (1) in Claim 1, where σ is a sequence consisting of labels from Ξ4 and b5rc ∈ Ξ5, every
sentential form s in y ⇒∗ z satisfies s ∈ T ∗{A} lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{B}{A} and u ∈
T+ lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{B}{A}{A}.
Proof. The productions introduced in step (4) of the construction simulate Q’s productions of the form r : (a, b, c, d),
c ∈ T and d ∈ (W − F) by analogy with the productions introduced in step 2 except that c is placed before 1A
because c ∈ T is not further rewritten in Q during the rest of the derivation. Therefore, every sentential form s
in y ⇒∗ z satisfies s ∈ T ∗{A} lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{B}{A}. The final step in Q is made by a
production with d ∈ F that is simulated by productions introduced in step 5 of the construction. After its application
u ∈ T+ lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{B}{A}{A}, so the claim holds. 
Claim 4. In
u ⇒∗ v [τ ]
⇒ w1 [b8c]
of derivation (1) in Claim 1, where τ is a sequence consisting of labels from {b6c, b7c}, every sentential form s in
v ⇒∗ z satisfies s ∈ T+ lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{#}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{#}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{B}{A}{A} and w1 ∈ T+ lab(G)+{B}{#}∗.
Proof. Observe that G properly simulates Q if and only if the substrings over {0¯, 1¯} that follow 1A, 2A, and 3A in the
sentential form u are identical. The productions introduced in step (6) of the construction check if this property holds
true. Both productions labeled with p ∈ {b6c, b7c} satisfy lpos(p, 1) = 1A, lpos(p, 3) = 2A, lpos(p, 5) = 3A, and
rpos(p, 2) = 1A, rpos(p, 4) = 2A, rpos(p, 6) = 3A, and no production labeled with b8c, b9c, b10c rewrites symbols
over {0¯, 1¯}. As w ∈ (T ∪ lab(G))∗, all symbols from {0¯, 1¯} must be rewritten with b6c, b7c; while 1A, 2A, 3A are
moving right in the sentential form, the symbols following 1A are replaced with production labels, and the symbols
following 2A, 3A with #s. Observe that each step in this derivation is leftmost. Therefore, every sentential form s in
v ⇒∗ z satisfies s ∈ T+ lab(G)+{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{#}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{#}∗{A}{0¯, 1¯}∗{B}{A}{A}. Finally, the production labeled
with b8c is used to rewrite each A to # and, thereby, make w1 ∈ T+ lab(G)+{B}{#}∗. The claim thus holds. 
Claim 5. In
w1 ⇒∗ w2 [ω]
⇒ w [b10c]
of derivation (1) in Claim 1, where ω is a sequence of b9c, every sentential form s in w1 ⇒∗ w2 satisfies
s ∈ T+ lab(G)+{B}{#}∗ and w ∈ T+ lab(G)+.
Proof. Notice that lpos(b9c, 1) = rpos(b9c, 2) = B. Observe that in order to generate w ∈ (T ∪ lab(G))∗, the first
occurrence of # following B is changed to b9c in each derivation step. After each # is changed in this way, b10c is
applied to obtain w ∈ T+ lab(G)+. 
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By Claim 1 through 5, L(Q) = pi(L(G)) and G is a proper leftmost generator of its sentences with their
parses. If ε ∈ L , include b0c into lab(G) and a production of the form b0c : (S) → (b0c) into P . At this point,
L = L(Q) ∪ {ε} = pi(L(G)). Finally, notice that G contains only six nonterminals. Therefore, Theorem 1 holds. 
From Theorem 1, we obtain:
Corollary 3. For every recursively enumerable language, L, there exists a PSCG, G, such that G contains no more
than six nonterminals, G is a proper leftmost generator of its sentences with their parses and L = L(G)/ lab(G)∗ ∩
alph(L)∗. 
Next, we establish two results that are similar to Theorem 1 and Corollary 3 in terms of the proper rightmost
generators (see Section 3).
Theorem 2. For every recursively enumerable language, L, there exists a PSCG, G, such that G contains no more
than six nonterminals, G is a proper rightmost generator of its sentences with their parses and L = pi(L(G)).
Proof. The proper rightmost generator of its sentences with their parses can be constructed analogically to the
construction described in the proof of Theorem 1. The constructed grammar contains exactly the same set of
nonterminal and terminal symbols with a slightly modified set of productions. Specifically, the productions introduced
in steps 1 through 5 of the construction in the proof of Theorem 1 rewrite the sentential form in both the leftmost
and the rightmost way and could be used without any modification. However, to construct the rightmost generator,
one more nonterminal A is needed in the sentential form, so an additional symbol A must occur in each of these
productions before the nonterminal B.
The productions introduced in steps (6) and (7) are changed in the following way:
6. Add
b6c : (A, 0¯, A, 0¯, A, 0¯, A, B, A, A) → (b6cA, A, #, A, #, A, #, B, A, A),
b7c : (A, 1¯, A, 1¯, A, 1¯, A, B, A, A) → (b7cA, A, #, A, #, A, #, B, A, A) to P;
7. Add
b8c : (A, A, A, A, B, A, A) → (#, #, #, #, #, #, BB),
b9c : (#, B, B) → (B, b9c, B), and
b10c : (B, B) → (b8c, b10c) to P .
The productions introduced in step (6) of the construction verify, whether the substrings over {0¯, 1¯} before 2A, 3A and
4A are identical. Observe that the productions introduced in this construction make this verification in the rightmost
way. Indeed, the productions introduced in step (7) of the construction replace the #s with the rest of the parse; the
rightmost generator, however, takes always the rightmost #. The production labeled with b8c replaces each A with #
and places BB at the end of the sentential form. Notably, this production does not insert its label in the sentential form
(this insertion takes place later on as explained shortly). Production labeled with b9cmoves 1B to the left and replaces
# with its label, leaving 2B at the end of the sentential form. Finally, when there is no # in the sentential form, 1B
and 2B are replaced with b8c and b10c, respectively. Observe that this grammar is a proper rightmost generator of its
sentences with their parses. 
From Theorem 2, we obtain:
Corollary 4. For every recursively enumerable language, L, there exists a PSCG, G, such that G contains no more
than six nonterminals, G is a proper rightmost generator of its sentences with their parses and L = L(G)/ lab(G)∗ ∩
alph(L)∗. 
Before closing this paper, we illustrate a close relation of the achieved results to some other results in language
theory. Recall that for a recursively enumerable language, L , there exist a PSCG , G, and a homomorphism, h, such
that h(L(G)) = L (see Theorem 2.2 and its corollary in [6]). Observe that this well-known result is straightforwardly
implied by Theorems 1 and 2 above because any weak identity is a special case of homomorphism.
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